Glen Hills Primary School
Personal, Social and Health
Education (PSHE) Policy

AIMS OF PSHE


deliver a planned and progressive PSHE curriculum that underpins these aims and prepares
all pupils for the challenges that they will face in everyday life.
 provide a secure stimulating and exciting educational environment where all pupils thrive
 teach pupils to become independent learners
 guide pupils to make appropriate choices and take sensible risks.

THE TEACHING OF PSHE
The PSHE curriculum provides experiences that will enable children to:









develop self confidence - care for, respect, and value themselves
care for, respect, and value others
understand that growing up involves facing challenges
understand that life involves making appropriate choices and taking appropriate risks
understand that, with appropriate support from family, friends and teachers, they have to take
responsibility for their own well-being.
The EYFS class incorporates PSHE within the learning goals of the Foundation Stage
Curriculum - Personal, Social & Emotional Development, Communication Language and
Literacy, and Knowledge and Understanding of The World.
The curriculum for each year is determined by the scheme of work (long term plans). This
ensures continuity and progression throughout the school.
In addition to the structured scheme of work aspects of PSHE can also taught throughout a
wide range of subjects and as specific needs arise.

VALUES AND ATTITUDES
Children should:






work with others, listen to each other’s ideas, and treat them with respect
have opportunities to consider their own attitudes and values, and those of other people
develop respect for evidence and critically evaluate ideas which may or may not fit the
evidence available
develop a respect for their environment and be encouraged to evaluate their own and others’
effect or impact on it
develop critical thinking in order that they can make sensible choices and become
independent learners

DIFFERENTIATION


By recognising that some children who may need help with literacy skills may have more
developed practical skills in ‘designing and making’ and tasks will be set appropriately
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By giving extra support to children who may, through poor motor skills or other reasons have
less well developed practical skills and by giving extra opportunities for reinforcement
By ensuring that pupils with particular ability and flair for PSHE are extended through the use
of additional, more demanding, open ended tasks

PLANNING FOR CONTINUITY & PROGRESSION
Planning in PSHE is done in three stages





Long-term planning . This is the school’s scheme of work and reflects the expectations of
the National Curriculum. It has been agreed with the whole staff to ensure coherent,
manageable teaching units. The long-term planning shows how these teaching units are
distributed across the years of both Key Stages in a sequence that promotes curriculum
continuity and progress in children’s learning. Units may be linked with work in other
subjects. (See Appendix 1 for Scheme of work).
Medium-term. This is the responsibility of the class teacher. It identifies broad learning
objectives for each unit and outlines tasks/activities which will enable these to be achieved.
Short-term. This is the responsibility of individual teachers. Theses plans identify specific
learning objectives and include details on differentiation.

PLANNING FOR CONTINUITY AND PROGRESSION
Long term planning reflects the needs of all children in relation to the National Curriculum. The long
term plans shows how the teaching units are distributed across the years of both key stages in a
sequence that promotes continuity and progression (see Appendix 1).
Aspects of Personal, Social and Emotional learning are incorporated in the school’s medium term
plans; taken from the Cambridgeshire Primary Personal Development Programme materials and
identify learning objectives and outcomes for each unit with suggested activities enabling these to be
achieved.
Short term planning is the responsibility of individual teachers, who build on the medium term plans by
taking account of the needs of the children in a particular class and identifying the way in which ideas
might be taught to a particular cohort of children.
The following topic headings cover PSHE in the school (when looked at as a cross-curricular
approach)
 Citizenship
 Myself and my relationships
 Healthier and safer lifestyles
 Economic wellbeing

In addition a unit on Say No to Bullying is taught to link in with anti-bullying week in November and
safety, linking with aspects such as peer pressure, are also evident in our PSHE curriculum.
SCIENCE:
Phase 1 – Ourselves, Health and Growth, Teeth and Eating
Phase 2 - Moving and Growing, Keeping Healthy, Life Cycles
SEX AND RELATIONSHIPS EDUCATION
All children cover age appropriate Sex and Relationships Education topics. (see Sex and
Relationships Education Policy)
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ASSESSMENT
The teacher will assess pupils’ understanding of each topic as work is being taught. Informal
assessment occurs throughout every lesson through discussion and evaluation of the children’s work
and behaviour. This is invaluable in enabling the teacher to check that children have grasped the
main teaching focus of that lesson.
The long, medium and short term plans provide a record of what is being taught in each year group.

Cross-Curricular Links
Cross-curricular links are made in all subjects

THE ROLE OF THE HEAD OF SCHOOL / EXECUTIVE HEAD
In consultation with the PSHE Co-ordinator, the Head of School / Executive Head






determines the ways PSHE should support, enrich and extend the curriculum;
decides the provision and allocation of resources;
decides ways in which developments can be assessed, and records maintained;
ensures that PSHE is used in a way to achieve the aims and objectives of the school;
ensures that there is an PSHE policy, and identifies an PSHE co-ordinator.

THE ROLE OF THE PSHE CO-ORDINATOR
The PSHE Co-ordinator should:












ensure the development of a scheme of work for the PSHE curriculum.
promote the integration of PSHE within appropriate teaching and learning activities;
manage the provision and deployment of resources and give guidance on classroom
organisation support;
inspire colleagues to deliver high quality teaching and learning opportunities;
lead INSET within the school, and investigate suitable courses elsewhere;
act as a contact point between the school and support agencies;
provide technical expertise;
write, monitor and evaluate an action plan for PSHE for the School Improvement Plan
co-ordinate the evaluation and review of the school’s PSHE policy.
bid for & manage the budget for this curriculum area;
monitor & review the PSHE provision within the school

HEALTH & SAFETY
Health and Safety issues in PSHE include the safe teaching of appropriate procedures when dealing
with equipment. The children are taught to be aware of their own and others safety at all times.
Children also learn about e.g. hygiene, healthy diets, relationships, inappropriate use of substances
etc.

EQUALITY STATEMENT
At Glen Hills, we actively seek to encourage equity and equality through our teaching. As such, we
seek to advance the equality of opportunity between people who share any of the following
characteristic:








gender;
ethnicity;
disability;
religion or belief;
sexual orientation;
gender reassignment;
pregnancy or maternity.
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The use of stereotypes under any of the above headings will always be challenged.

INCLUSION
Our school is an inclusive school. We aim to make all pupils feel included in all our activities. We try to
make all our teaching fully inclusive. We recognise the entitlement of all pupils to a balanced, broadlybased curriculum. We have systems in place for early identification of barriers to their learning and
participation so that they can engage in school activities with all other pupils. We acknowledge the
need for high expectations and suitable targets for all children.
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